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Abstract.Linkography is a method for analysis of ideation process in the conceptual design stage. This method has been used to provide information about the
ideation session, to investigate the structure of idea generation process and to
compare idea session productivity. The progress of an ideation session is made
observable through the analysis of connection between ideas. The main goal of
this paper is to improve the analysis of idea generation session. Through the use
of graph theory for visualizing and analyzing the connection between ideas.
Keywords: Linkography, conceptual design, ideation, Graph, Analysis tools.

1

Introduction

The ability to invent, create, and innovate is the center of engineering and product
development. The conceptual design stage is an interactive endeavor involving the evolution of ideas between two or more participants in discussion. The ideation process
has the most significant impact to generate innovative products and this is essential for
any organization to maintain its competitive position[1]. To better understand dynamics
that take place in the ideation, the Linkography research approach proposes a method
for recording, visualizing and analyzing connections between actions, ideas or events.
The proposed method is seen as a system of notation and design analysis process that
focuses on links between design moves, design ideas or decisions developed by Goldschmidt : [2], [3], [4], [5] [6], [7] and extended by others [8] [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14].Van-der-Lugt [15], adapted Linkography approach was further developed as a
method for assessing the idea generation process by means of investigating the connections between ideas produced in the ideation. The Van-der-Lugt research work aims to
understand the black box of the ideation process to better understand the inner processes
under which ideas are elaborated. This process starts with the selection of design ideation team and the definition of the design problem. Then, the application of particular
ideation method to permit ideating. Finally, the protocol of the ideation or the record of
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design team’s ideation meeting will be analyzed. In the last step, the Linkography approach are used to analysis and understanding the ideation session. Fig 1 gives a description of application of Linkography approach steps. The first step permits the identification of ideas listed by segmentation of protocol. Then the link between ideas will
be generated in matrix form. Ideas link matrix permit the generation of Linkography
representation, called linkograph. This representation enters links among ideas as an
input and displays structural idea reasoning patterns as an output. The ideation process
can then be looked in terms of the patterns in the linkograph, which display the ideation
reasoning and the structure of process. Finally, in the third step, the connections between ideas are analyzed to provide information, investigate the structure and compare
productivity [7],[16]. The linkograph pattern of productive ideation team will be different from that of less productive group. Productive team will elicit ideas that have a
high potential for connectivity to other ideas, while less productive team will have more
random trails with ideas that did not have a high potential contribution.

Fig. 1. Steps for application of Linkography approach

Several authors discussed the limits of the Linkography approach as developed by
Goldschmidt's, in particular its subjectivity [15], [17], [18]. The interpretations of a
linkograph lack objectivity. The authors studied the possibility of using objective methods to acquire information from the Linkography. They proposed different metrics for
linkographic analysis. Some are studies used sophisticated mathematical tools to improve linkographic analysis, such as Kan et al [18] and Cai et al [19]. Our work is a part
of the improving linkographic analysis perspective. In this study, we propose to use
graph theory for visualizing and analyzing the ideation session. We will define an idea
graph as a graph in with the nodes represent ideas and the lines represent the relation
between them. Idea graph has several noticeable benefits compared to linkograph. The
great advantage of this representation is the possibility to use a large number of analysis
tool proposed by the Graph theory. In addition, on its pictorial representation, graph
theory offers a wide range of structural analysis tools. These tools allow a quantitative
analysis of connectivity and relationships between ideas.
Following this introduction, the next section present a bibliographic review of
the linkographic analysis tools. In the third section, we strat by given the advantages of
using ideas graph representation in linkographic analysis. Then, we present a methodology for obtaining references graph based tools for idea graph analysis. After, we put
the finger on the application of some analysis tools in order to illustrate the utility of
graph-based tools in linkographic analysis applied in real case study.

2

A bibliographic review of Linkographic analysis tools

According to the literature, different tools of linkographic analysis has been proposed.
These tools can be adapted and used to study the ideation session. In Table 1 we present
a bibliographic review of linkographic analysis tools. These identified Tools are classified by type of analysis and the type of data: Linkograph and link matrix (Fig. 1).
Table 1. Bibliographic review of linkographic analysis tools
Analysis type
A

Types of Link

B

Links directions

C Specific patterns

D Connectedness

E

F

Types ideas

Analysis of teams
creativity

G Clustering

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
25

Analysis tool
Supplementary
Modification
Tangential
Backlinks
Forelinks
Chunk
Web
Sawtooth Track
Link Density (LD)
Total number of ideas
Self-link index
Critical Ideas (CI)
Critical path
New idea
Revised idea
Modified idea
Creativity indices of each participants
Quantity of CI for each participant
Measuring creativity (entropy)
Ideas clustering, Number of cluster
Total number of link in cluster
Size of cluster ( number of idea)
Link density of cluster

Linkograph
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Matrix
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

[2], [7]
[21], [8]
[21], [15],
[4]

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

References
[9, 15], [16,
20]

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

[9, 15], [16]
[14] [8], [4],
[7], [5],[21]

[8], [14]
[22],
[4],[10]
[23], [5],[6]
[10], [12,
14], [8],
[10]

A. Analysis of link types indicate the nature of the connections between ideas. Categorizing the links permits to see the possible transformation between two or more
ideas. Van-der-Lugt [15] proposed three links categories. For a modification link,
the existing line of thought is kept, but structural changes in the idea are provided.
This link indicates direct variations. Supplementary correspond to a small and auxiliary changes: relationship between ideas is based on minor improvements on the
same general idea. Tangential is based on free association and indicate the big leaps
between ideas into a different direction.
B. Each link can have two directions: Backlinks and Forelinks [9]. Backlinks are links
that has a specific idea with each of the previously generated ideas. Backlinks tend
to signify analysis, verification, evaluation, assessment, and refinement. Forelinks,
on the other hand, signify the specific ideas impact on idea generation to come and
are marked in the row next to the idea. Goldschmidt [9] pointed out the Forelinks
indicate new ideas, proposals, prospects, even breakthroughs.
C. Ideas Links distributions reflects the structure of ideation session and the status of
ideation reasoning. When the reasoning is productive, the distribution acquires particular patterns, which are geometrically discernable in the Linkograph [9]. Low

D.

E.

F.

G.

productivity yields unstructured Linkographs in which no patterns are discernable.
Goldschmidt [9] identifies three geometrical patterns: chunk, Web and Sawtooth.
Link density (LD) of an ideation process or a portion of it is the ratio between the
number of links and the number of ideas that form them[15]. High LD indicates that
the ideas have many connections with earlier ideas, which means that participants
have been building on earlier ideas. Low L.D’s were found in the cases of inexperienced teams and those the experiencing difficulties in dealing with a particular
design problem. The Self-link index is the ratio of the links that participants make
with their own prior ideas, in relation to the total number of links made. Thus, an
ideation team with a low self-link index is a team that generates ideas by building
on each participant’s ideas. This index indicates to what extent participants interact
when generating ideas. According to Goldschmidt, ideas that generate a notably
higher number of links, in one or both directions (backlinks, Forelinks), are particular interest: she calls them CI and she postulates that they are more important than
the other ideas in terms of advancing the ideation [3]. There is relationship between
CI and the number of links that maintain. Core ideas could be CI, in the sense that
they generate a large number of links, and very good ideas are those that spin the
largest number of links among themselves and other ideas. The sequence of all CI
in a process is defined as its critical path. Goldschmidt used these numbers and the
critical path to benchmark the productivity of a design session. The critical path
reflects the essence of the reasoning process and exhibits the issues and the notions,
which are foremost on the designer’s mind.
An idea is a form that emerged from the consciousness through the ideation process.
Contemplating ideas is associated with the ability of reasoning, self-reflection, of
the ability to acquire, apply intellect, intuition and inspiration, etc. In Wu et al [8]
analysis of ideas are identified by three different types of ideas : new , revised and
modified. The idea that team discussed it for the first time in the ideation session is
called new idea. Revised idea is to observing the repetition of the idea, and then it
is revisited. Modified idea occurred when a revisited idea is modified or elaborated.
The Creativity indices and the quantity of CI calculate, what could be called, the
creativity indices of participants using the number of ideas proposed by each participants [22]. Kan and Gero [23] suggested using entropy for measuring creativity.
The higher entropy reflects a richer idea generation process in the sense that degree
of uncertainty has similar meaning to the design creativity. A dense links merely
implies high participations and are not requirements for the generation of creativity.
According to Goldschmidt [2], [21]a cluster is a series of successive ideas that explore same specific issues. Different ways to cluster ideas has been proposed
[10],[14]. For example, Link cluster can be determined by visual inspecting of the
Linkograph. The ‘cluster size’ is the number of ideas in the cluster. For further details, we refers to this research work; Bilda and Gero [14] and In Wu and al [8].

 Limits of linkographic analysis tools.
Several authors discussed the limits of the linkographic analysis tools as developed by
Goldschmidt's, and studied the possibility of using objective methods to acquire information from the linkographic analysis [17], [12] . The availability of tools and metric

for the structural ideation process analysis is biggest limitation of Linkography approach: this is due to the representation way. According to Goldshmith [2], some specific patterns in linkograph have a low frequency of occurrence. This decreases the
utility and the use of some proposed tools in analysis. In addition, using linkograph has
some communicative limitations due to the relationships between ideas, which are
sometimes difficult to interpret by novice users. The most difficulty concern the representation and the analysis of a linkograph with a big number of ideas and a large variety
of relations between themes. Hence, the description often lost the complexity and richness of the idea process. Linkograph has a limitation in describing the entire structure
of ideas with multiple relationships. In the linkograph, the sequence of ideas generation
is not clearly apparent compared to the graph representation. With linkograph it is difficult to retrace the path of ideas construction. Van-der- Lugth used only the link matrix
to represent ideas and their relationships [16], [20]. He did not use the linkograph and
only link matrix as input data are used.

3

Graph based tools for Linkographic analysis

The proposed approach is based on the use graph for visualizing and improving the
analysis of the ideation session. In this section, we highlight advantage of using graph
representation compared to linkograph. Then we present our methodology to identify a
reference graphs based tools to linkographic analysis. Finally, we put the finger on the
application of some analysis tools in order to illustrate the utility of graph-based tools
in linkographic analysis applied in real case study.
3.1

Advantages of using ideas graph representation.

Idea graph has several noticeable benefits compared to linkograph representation. It
simplify the representation and the relations between ideas by using standard representation allowing a comprehensive structure of ideation processes. This representation
provides a more lucid representation to understand the characteristics of each ideations
process and identify the differences intuitively. Graph has long provided visual languages and have been widely used in many different disciplines as formal representation system. The ideas graph described in the best ways the richness and complexity of
the ideation process. It can be seen as a graphical representation of the ideation process
and aimed at representing the comprehensive structure of a cognitive process while
describing the relationships and ideation flows.
Ideas graph seems to be a particularly good way of organizing the ideas generated.
Thus the graph of idea has a long idea flow which represents progressive development
of an idea because it provides a view of the entire structure of the ideas elements in a
ideation process. Ideas graph display describes the diversity and the depth of the entire
ideation process as well: this provide accurate and highly structural information then
linkograph representation. Ideas graphs are effective tool for making the structure of
ideas generation process explicit because this is essential for the ideation team to clarifying their thinking and verifying the establish links. Graph can serve the ideation team

in understanding their own ideas better and simplify the representation and the relations
between ideas. Organizing and prioritizing new ideas permit stimulating creative thinking allowing for understanding. This representation showed notifiable differences in
exploration of precedents, and generation and development of ideas. Graph can also be
used in other ideation meeting to stimulate the process of ideas generation. In new ideation session, the ideas graph can be used for serval purposes such as to generate ideas
or brainstorming, to develop complex structures, to communicate complex ideas. Visual learning as identified for the ideation team.
The other great advantage of this presentation way is the possibility to use a large
number of structural analysis tools proposed by the theory of graphs. These tools allow
a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of connectivity and relationships between ideas.
3.2

References graph based tools for Linkographic analysis

In the literature, a large wide of graph based analysis tools have been proposed. It
is evident that not all these tools are useful or applicable in our study context. For this
reason, we propose to select and identify the most important tools and we called them
References graph based tools. The Methodology to identify a reference graphs based
tools to linkographic analysis is given by Fig. 2. The first step correspond to a bibliographic review of graph analysis tools. In order to identify the most useful tools for
analysing idea graph we propose a contextual analysis in the step 2. After, we propose
in step 3 a statistical analysis. The goal of this second analysis is to evaluate the relevance of the selected tools applied to a real data. The measure indicators for each tools
must be defined. The selected tools corresponds to the referential tools and will be used
to linkographic analysis.
Step 1:
Bibliographic study
of graph analysis
tools

Step 2:
Contextual analysis
of graph analysis
tools

Step 3:
Statistical analysis
of graph analysis
tools

Step 4:
Identification of References graph based tools
for idea graph analysis

Fig. 2. Methodology for obtaining References graph based tools for idea graph analysis

3.3

Example of using graph based tools for linkographic analysis

This section aimed to present some example of analysis tools issues from graph theory and their utility in the analysis of ideas graphs. We use a real case study for this
illustration. The used case study correspond to a brainstorming session to resolve a
specific design problem kept anonymous for confidentiality reasons. The duration of
the session is one hour. The experiment employed a ideation design team composed of
four designers. The Linkography approach, given by Fig. 1, is used to analyse the brainstorming session. The application of step 1 (segmentation) and step 2 (linking) permit
the obtaining of ideas links matrix. This ideation session allowed the generation of 22
ideas. Fig. 3 present the Application of brainstorming method and the obtained ideas
link matrix.

(a)

Application of brainstorming method

(b)Ideas link Matrix

Fig. 3. Application of brainstorming method and the obtained ideas link matrix

1. Linear Order: consists in sorting the ideas set in order to minimize the Feedback
Arc Set (FAS). This concept is an extension of the level concept, to cyclic graphs
and it permits the identification of the main flow in the studied system. The Fig. 4
shows the linear ordering of ideas before the application of linear ordering tool: this
correspond to chronological ordering of the ideas generation. The FAS rate correspond to 32 % (Number of FAS (8) devised per the total number of link (25) ).We
Use the Tabu search algorithm developed by Zhou et Al [24] to identify the optimal
linear ordering given by Fig. 5.
2. Levels : The linear ordering allows to identify the minimum FAS. A graph without
FAS is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Vertices of a DAG can be partially ordered.
Each vertex is assigned with a rank such that the initial vertex of an edge which has
a lower rank than the terminal vertex of this edge. The set containing vertices with
the same rank defines a level. This concept can be measured by the number of vertexes per level corresponding to the rate of level. In this study the Level rate: 36.36%
( Nb of level (8) / Nb of ideas (22)).The level decomposition given by Fig. 6 is very
useful for understating the structure of ideas generation session. It highlights a
“main” flow in the idea generation session. In addition, the precedence relationship
among ideas is clearly visible. This is interesting during the ideation session analysis.
If the level ratio is low: this informs that the number of ideas produced from an initial
idea is small. The rate of divergence of ideas is low. Then, If the level ratio is high:
this informs that the number of ideas produced from an initial idea is high. The rate
of divergence of ideas is high.
3. Degree of vertex : The adjacency list of vertices is used for degree of vertex analysis. The INdegree of a vertex v or the half degree of entry of a vertex v is the number
of edges incoming to v and is denoted by 𝑑 − (v).The OUTdegree of a vertex v or the
half degree of exit from a vertex v is the number of arcs outgoing from v and is
denoted by 𝑑 + (v). The degree of a vertex v denoted by d (v) is the sum of the
INdegree and the OUT degree d (v) = 𝑑 − (v) + 𝑑 + (v). The degree of vertex inform
the Criticality of ideas. Critical ideas are those that have a significant number of links
to other ideas. The Fig. 7 (a) show the graph representation with the degree of ideas.
4. Sources /sink: A vertex is called as a source vertex if no incoming edge exists (see
Fig. 7 (b). Thus a vertex v is a source if 𝑑 − (v) = 0. A vertex is called as a sink vertex
if no outgoing edge exists. Thus a vertex v is a sink if 𝑑 + (v) = 0. In general, we have
only one source called the root of graph correspond to the initial generated idea. The

sink give a measure of the opportunity for new creations or initiations. Pointed out
the sink indicate new ideas, proposals, prospects, even breakthroughs.

Fig. 4. Initial Total ordering of idea (rate of FAS = 32%)

Fig. 5. Optimal total ordering of ideas (rate of FAS =0)

Fig. 6. Decomposition of ideas graph by level

(a) Degree of Vertex

(b) sink and source in ideas graph

Fig. 7. Application of the degree of vertex and Source/ Sink Tool

4

Conclusion

Our work intent to improving linkographic analysis. We shed the light on the usefulness of graph theory in analysing and representing of idea generation session. We
started with an overview of Linkography approach and followed by a bibliographic
review of linkographic analysis tools. Then, the advantages of using ideas graph representation are given. Ideas graph display describes the diversity and the depth of the
entire ideation process perfectly: this provides an accurate and high structural information better than with linkograph. Another important advantage of this representation
is the possibility to use a large number of structural analysis tools proposed by the theory of graphs. To illustrate the utility of graph-based tools in linkographic analysis we
put the finger on the application of some analysis tools applied in real case study. These
tools allow quantitative analysis of connectivity between ideas. In addition, we proposed a methodology to identify a reference graphs based tools to do linkographic analysis. This methodology will be applied in our future work. Firstly, we will elaborate a
bibliographic review of graph analysis tools. Secondly, we will propose a contextual
analysis to identify the most useful tools. Finally, we will propose a statistical analysis
to evaluate the relevance of the selected tools applied to a real data. The selected tools
correspond to the referential tools will be used to linkographic analysis.
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